Attempted closing of the C. pasteurianum contig gap using long range PCR Analysis of the 5' and 3' ends of contig 1 revealed 13,342 bp and 9,353 bp sequences that were found elsewhere in the genome separated by 70,816 bp (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) .
This finding led us to postulate that the gap region within contig 1 comprises a large 93,551 bp chromosomal duplication, of which 13,342 bp and 9,353 bp, totaling 22,695 bp, was captured within the ends of contig 1. Assuming this duplication hypothesis, the two 93,551 bp regions are adjacent within the chromosome. Surprisingly, only one copy of the 93,551 bp region was found within previous C. pasteurianum genome sequences 1, 2 . Furthermore, analysis of our genome assembly using Circlator 7 omitted the 9,353 bp sequence at the 3' end of contig 1 and circularized the genome through the resulting overlapping 13,342 bp end regions, yielding a closed genome consistent with previous assemblies 1,2 (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) .
Despite this prediction, we successfully amplified several PCR products spanning 27 kb at the end of contig 1 (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) , thus confirming presence of the 9,353 bp region at the 3' end of the contig and validating our distinct genome assembly. The primer sets employed in Supplementary Fig. S2b are not expected to generate PCR products based on previously reported C. pasteurianum genome sequences 1,2 . To further probe our genome duplication hypothesis, we employed long range PCR in an attempt to fill in the gap of contig 1, assuming that the gap region corresponds to the 93,551 bp duplicated sequence (see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) . By utilizing one unique primer outside of the duplicated region and one primer specific to the duplication, we generated several PCR products consistent with our 93,551 bp genome duplication hypothesis. Agarose gel electrophoresis results from one such PCR gap closing experiment is shown in Supplementary Fig. S2 online. Following extensive long range PCR analysis, we were successful in extending contig 1 by 30,666 bp (primers end.S + gap8.AS; see Supplementary Fig. S2 online) . Due to size limitations associated with PCR, however, we were unable to generate products enclosing the expected remaining 40,150 bp of the contig gap in order to unequivocally confirm the existence of a 93,551 bp chromosomal duplication and close the genome.
